
EMAIL SPAM

Email spam, or junk email, is unsolicited bulk messages sent through email with commercial, fraudulent or malicious
intent.

Reports reveal that malware infected network of computers or the botnets are used to send spam emails. Even
though antivirus software has come a long way, infected PCs, trojans and bots are still the major sources of
spam. To counter this, some spammers forge additional delivery headers to make it appear as if the email had
previously traversed many legitimate servers. Comodo Dome Antispam is the only enterprise anti-spam
solution that has containment technology built-in. The fraudster presents a story where upfront monetary
assistance is needed from the victim in order for the fraudster to acquire a much larger sum of money, which
they would then share. Some newer filters have the ability to read images and locate text in them; however,
this can inadvertently filter out nonspam emails that happen to contain images featuring text. You set up a rule
until a spammer finds a way around it. So another way to answer the question, what is spam? Spam causes
businesses billions of dollars every year. Spammers have developed methods to obfuscate the nature of their
unsolicited email or find a way to bypass spam filters. Infecting and turning the recipient computers into
zombie PCs, which form dangerous botnets. Spam is commonly used to conduct email fraud. It is also
equipped to integrate with already available email structures and is scalable to all types of users. Each method
has strengths and weaknesses and each is controversial because of its weaknesses. Spam is a much disputed
issue in Courts of Law all over the World, especially regarding the permission to send messages to public or
private email addresses. The spam message is sent to collections of email addresses, gathered in various ways:
Harvesting using computer programs to search for email addresses in public areas, on websites or insecure
mail servers ; Flooding or dictionary spamming using automatically generated accounts on given domains ;
e-pending searching valid addresses for specific persons and criteria ; Usenet posting newsgroup posting ;
Subscribing to email lists, in order to access the list of all available email addresses; Using malware to access
the users' address books or personal data; Spying network traffic; Using viruses to grab data entered by the
users in online ordering applications. Most of us are inundated with emails encouraging us to purchase
prescription medications, replica watches or stock of some kind. Following the above tips can help you
identify the most common types of spam. Recipients of spam often have had their email addresses obtained by
spambots , which are automated programs that crawl the internet looking for email addresses. Most email
clients already have spam filtering in place, which will move suspicious email to a separate junk folder. The
most common email-spamming objectives are: Promoting and selling products and services. Unsolicited
Commercial Email spam might be sent to a list of email addresses harvested from the Internet, acquired from a
co-registration form or a list that was rented or purchased from a third-party. Please improve it by verifying
the claims made and adding inline citations. Theft of service[ edit ] Spammers frequently seek out and make
use of vulnerable third-party systems such as open mail relays and open proxy servers. Emotional Scam Email
This type of spam attempts to trick email recipients by playing on their emotions. Contributor s : Taina
Teravainen Share this item with your network: Email spam, also known as junk email, is unsolicited bulk
messages sent through email. This is where the Comodo Dome Antispam solution comes into play. Granular
control: It give a centralized console to manage and provide a granular level of control through group-based
email policies and therefore enhanced security. Giving out your information can lead to drained bank accounts
or even identity theft. Types of spam Email spam comes in various forms, the most popular being to promote
outright scams or marginally legitimate business schemes. Courts have ruled that spam is, e. ID theft and
fraud. What is Spam? Do you want to know how much money a spammer makes and how many Viagra emails
have to be sent before one converts into a sale? The whitelist must be thoroughly and continuously updated,
and it can be a time-consuming and difficult process. Forward-confirmed reverse DNS must be correctly set
for the outgoing mail server and large swaths of IP addresses are blocked, sometimes pre-emptively, to
prevent spam. What is Email Spam? This involves sending email with an empty message body and subject
line. This number is slightly lower than the , of the fourth quarter of  In fact, a report from Statista estimates
some  Most of the email spam messages are commercial in nature. Advertising concepts and ideologies.
Increasingly, spammers use networks of malware-infected PCs zombies to send their spam.


